
Imagine you just finished your ten-hour shift protecting the citizens of your community 
and you come home to find your house has been burglarized. Your uniforms, body 

armor and other police gear are gone along with your personal belongings. 

This was the reality for an officer in Bloomington, Indiana. But fortunately for him, the 
Bloomington Police Dept. (BPD) uses Street Smart™ to help fight crime. Street Smart is 
the technology solution that creates another layer of situational awareness with real-
time data feeds, maps, discussion boards, bulletins and case management tools.

Street Smart was instrumental in BPD making three arrests and subsequently 
recovering several stolen vehicles and a large amount of stolen property. Within 48 
hours, BPD and Monroe County Sheriff’s Office (MCSO) cleared the crimes, made the 
arrests and returned the stolen goods to the victims.

The success of this entire case was based on criminal analysis and information sharing made possible through the use of 
Street Smart. The level of cooperation and real-time information sharing would not have been possible without it.

HELPS SOLVE MULTIPLE BURGLARIES IN BLOOMINGTON, IN — 
INCLUDING THE BREAK-IN OF AN OFFICER’S HOME
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10 Burglaries 
3 Stolen Vehicles
3 Arrests 
Under 48 Hours

• Monroe County Sheriff’s Office (MCSO) creates Street Smart discussion board for series of county-       
  wide burglaries 

•  BPD detective reviews MCSO discussion board, identifies car shown in discussion board as one stolen in
 a BPD burglary case

• BPD disseminates photos in social media, gets positive identification of possible suspect
•  Two suspects taken into custody: on interview, they reveal information about location of stolen property

 •  Upon follow-up, a third suspect is taken into custody

• Bloomington Police Dept. (BPD) detects possible crime series, creates Street Smart discussion board
•  BPD detective obtains suspect photos and creates Street Smart bulletin
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